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Waterfront
WOW –

The Residences at W
Singapore Sentosa Cove

A new world of “WOW” promises to enliven the exclusive waterfront residential
enclave of Sentosa Cove – Singapore’s most prestigious and affluent marina
residential community – with the introduction of the W lifestyle experience for the
first time here.
In the true spirit of the contemporary W brand renowned for providing the
ultimate in insider access to a world of “WOW”, The Residences at W Singapore
Sentosa Cove is designed as “an escape within an escape”. Residents will enjoy
a sense of “home” like no other, in addition to the holistic lifestyle experience of
access to the hottest and latest in town, whether entertainment, fashion, cuisine,
design or music.
Featuring 228 ultra-luxurious residences housed in seven six-storey blocks,
The Residences at W Singapore Sentosa Cove comprises two to four bedrooms
apartments along with penthouses that boast spacious living spaces of between
1,227 square feet and 6,297 square feet.
For those who appreciate the luxury and convenience of hotel services at a call,
The Residences at W Singapore Sentosa Cove is a branded residence that offers

Artist’s Impression

Residential Services, in addition to the
signature Whatever/Whenever® service
offered by the adjacent W Singapore
Sentosa Cove hotel.
Conceptualised by renowned
architectural firm Wimberly Allison Tong
& Goo (WATG), The Residences at W
Singapore Sentosa Cove will appeal
to discriminating homebuyers who are
style-conscious, global jet setters and
avid trend seekers on the trail of what’s
next, seeking to be wowed by the finer
things in life.
“The introduction of the W lifestyle
will redefine the way we live and
play, bringing contemporary luxury
waterfront experiences to a new level.
It will target an emerging market that
craves an integrated lifestyle that is
vibrant, exciting and unforgettable,”
said Mr Kwek Leng Joo, Managing
Director of CDL.

Artist’s Impression

The Quayside Isle will be home
to trendy cafes, fine restaurants,
interesting specialty shops and
hot entertainment spots and bars.

Embrace a whole
new way of living at
The Residences at W
Singapore Sentosa
Cove. Located at
the Quayside Isle,
the only integrated
development in
Sentosa Cove,
residents will enjoy the
convenience of dining
and entertainment
establishments – and
the W Singapore
Sentosa Cove hotel at
their doorsteps.

Sharing a toast to the W brand in Singapore
at the Media Preview for The Residences at
W Singapore Sentosa Cove – (from left) Mr
Chia Ngiang Hong, Group General Manager
of CDL, Mr Kwek Leng Joo, Managing
Director of CDL, Mr Miguel Ko, Chairman
and President of Starwood Hotels & Resorts
Asia Pacific, and Mr Matthew Jung, Director
of Marketing for W, Asia Pacific.

“We are proud to partner
with Starwood Hotels & Resorts
Worldwide and to introduce this
unique contemporary W lifestyle
experience to Sentosa Cove. When
all the components – the residences,
hotel and retail – are completed, it
will invigorate Sentosa Cove and we
envision the entire marina community
to be enlivened, making it one of the
most compelling destinations in this
region to visit,” said Mr Kwek.
Following the exclusive Media
Preview held on Thursday, 25 March,
the W Welcome Centre was opened
over the same weekend for private
previews for a select group of business

associates and VIP customers. 45% of the launched units have since been sold.
CDL has embarked on its overseas marketing campaign to follow up on the interest
generated from the overseas market.
For the pleasure of ownership, visit our Welcome Centre at Ocean Way, Sentosa
Cove or call (65) 6271 2262. www.wowresidences.com.sg

Information as at 26 April 2010.
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Swing At One
with Nature
Apart from the
majestic Chestnut
Tree Houses,
residents can look
forward to a treasure
trove of amenities –
including a floating
hammock, aqua gym,
jacuzzi, skating rink
and rain spa.

Artist’s Impression

Drawing inspiration from the vast verdant landscape that
embraces the site, the whimsically named Tree House is designed to
offer an enchanting living experience for families.
Couples and children alike will find delight in the eponymous
Chestnut Tree Houses located at the heart of the residential estate
that is linked to the development’s very own Tree Top Walk. By
night, the majestic Tree Houses come to life, illuminated by ethereal
lights that create a magical tapestry of silhouettes.
Comprising 429 two- to four-bedroom apartments and
penthouses housed in four 24-storey towers, the 99-year leasehold
condominium is nestled within the Upper Bukit Timah and Chestnut
Avenue private residential enclave, offering convenient access to
the rest of the island via major expressways and the nearby MRT
and LRT stations. The reputable schools located in the vicinity,
such as Raffles Girls’ Primary School, CHIJ (Bukit Timah), Methodist
Girls’ School, Nanyang Girls’ High School, Hwa Chong Institution,
National Junior College and Singapore Institute of Management,
will also be a draw for families.
Apart from commanding views of the lush greenery of the Bukit
Timah Nature Reserve and Upper Peirce Reservoir, nature-loving
residents will also enjoy easy access to the trails at the newlyopened Dairy Farm Nature Park and the adjacent Zheng Hua Park,
as well as the Western Adventure Park Connector, which connects
eight parks in western Singapore.
In line with the overarching nature theme, Tree House is
designed with environmental sustainability in mind. The expansive
vertical green walls that adorn the four apartment blocks are more
than just a unique architectural structure. A natural insulation, the

green wall serves as a vertical green
lung and reduces the estate’s carbon
footprint by filtering pollutants and
carbon dioxide out of the air. The
sloped design also creates a “bioshelter”, aiding rainwater collection for
landscape irrigation elsewhere in the
development.

lies in its winning formula of having a
unique location, thoughtfully-designed
development and attractive pricing
for this highly sought-after locale. Tree
House appeals to buyers who are looking
for value for money and high investment
potential,” said Mr Chia Ngiang Hong,
CDL’s Group General Manager.

The apartments are priced at an average of about S$820
per square foot and range from S$640,000 for the 2-bedroom
apartments to about S$2.4 million for the 5-bedroom
penthouses.
Selected choice units are still available.
For the pleasure of ownership, please call (65) 6892 9919.

Other eco features include the
heat reducing laminated green tinted
windows and green sky terraces,
which serve as additional green lungs,
creating a fresh and healthy living space
for residents.
In celebration of Earth Day on 22
April, CDL and its joint venture partner
Hong Realty unveiled this natureinspired gem at a private preview.
To-date, 360 units have been sold,
accounting for over 90% of the 400
units launched.
“From the profile of the buyers,
many are families who plan to live at
Tree House as they are attracted to the
lush greenery, fresh air and picturesque
views of the reservoir and nature
reserve. The success of Tree House

Tree House – an
emerald gem amidst
lush greenery.

Artist’s Impression

Information as at 26 April 2010.
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CDL Achieves

Record Revenue

Apart from the 228-unit The Residences at W Singapore Sentosa Cove and
the 429-unit Tree House at Chestnut Avenue, several more new launches have
been planned for the rest of the year.

for 2009

LEVERAGING ON OPPORTUNITIES
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CDL ACHIEVES RECORD REVENUE FOR 2009
The year ended 31 December 2009 was another record
breaking year for CDL: the Group achieved record revenue
and the second highest profit since its inception in 1963.
Despite the global economic recession and challenging
operating market conditions in 2009, the Group surpassed
expectations and registered revenue of S$3,272.8 million
(2008: S$2,945.2 million) and posted after-tax profit
attributable to shareholders of S$593.4 million (2008:
S$580.9 million).
For Q4 2009, attributable profit after tax and minority
interests (PATMI) increased by 76.7% to S$176.7 million
(Q4 2008: S$100.0 million). Strong organic growth from
the property development segment boosted the Group’s
revenue by 28.6% to $922.4 million (Q4 2008: $717.5
million).
As the main contributor to the Group’s core earnings,
the property development segment contributed 70.7% and
65.5% to the Group’s profit before tax for Q4 2009 and full
year 2009 respectively. Profit before tax for this segment
has increased by 107.2% and 14.2% for Q4 2009 and full
year 2009 respectively, compared to the corresponding
period in 2008.
The Group also continued to maintain a healthy balance
sheet even against the backdrop of the tightened credit
market. This did not take into consideration any fair value
gains on investment properties (including those held
under joint venture and associates such as CDL Hospitality

Trusts) as the Group adopted the conservative policy of stating
investment properties at cost less accumulated depreciation and
impairment losses.
Without resorting to any equity fundraising, the cash
flow from operating activities before tax amounted to about
S$1 billion for the full year 2009 (2008: S$516.6 million). The
Group’s net gearing ratio was also reduced from 48.0% in 2008
to 40.0% in 2009, with interest cover improving to 14.5 times
as compared to 11.0 times for the financial year ended 31
December 2008.

SETTING THE PACE FOR GLOBAL ECONOMIC
RECOVERY
In 2009, the Group sold a total of 1,508 residential units
with sales revenue of S$1.868 billion (including joint venture
share). This sharp contrast to its 2008 sales turnover of 368 units
and sales revenue of S$348 million is reflective of the recovery of
Singapore’s residential property market.
Since the start of the year, there has been a healthy take-up
of residential units in new launches in the mid-tier to high-end
markets – an indication that residential drivers remain strong as
underlying demand is sufficient to support current pricing.
In response to the positive sentiments, the Group launched
Cube 8, a 177-unit 36-storey condominium located next to the
highly successful The Arte at Thomson, in January. It was met
with overwhelming response and was almost sold out within two
weeks of its soft-launch. To-date, all of the units have been sold,
except for three penthouses.
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“The global economic recovery is
better than expected. The Group
is of the view that the underlying
rationale for the paced recovery
is largely due to the swift and
co-operative efforts taken by
governments globally, working
collaboratively to mitigate a
global meltdown. For the first
time in history, this collective
worldwide intervention and the
prompt implementation of fiscal
measures have helped to mitigate
the severity of an economic
calamity and enabled economic
fundamentals to be stabilised.”
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SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

Revenue (S$m)

Projects in the pipeline include a condominium development at Pasir Ris next
to Livia, comprising about 642 units, as well as a 158-unit condominium at the
former Concorde Residences site at Thomson Road, near Cube 8 and The Arte.

With over 7 million square feet of potential gross floor area as at 24
February 2010, CDL continues to hold one of the most sizeable land banks in
Singapore.
In line with its selective land replenishment policy, CDL submitted a
successful bid of S$200.5 million for a 182,975 square feet condominium site at
Sengkang West Avenue / Fernvale Link.

Strategically located adjoining the
Layar LRT station within Sengkang New
Town and alongside Sungei Punggol, the
99-year leasehold site was keenly contested
with a total of 10 tenderers. With a plot
ratio of 3, the site can be developed into a
condominium of about 550,000 square feet.

A GREEN STEP AHEAD WITH CDL’S E-ANNUAL REPORT
Taking its commitment towards sustainability a step further, CDL is spreading
the green message to its shareholders. Instead of printed copies, all
shareholders will receive an e-Annual Report in a CD-rom that is compatible
across both Microsoft Windows and Mac platforms.
Beyond significant reductions in paper and ink usage, the light-weight
e-Annual Report will also contribute towards a reduction in carbon emissions
in the delivery process, as compared with printed reports.
Visit www.cdl.com.sg/annualreport2009 to view and download a copy of the
CDL Annual Report 2009.
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Leading The Way…
in Energy and Environmental Design

CDL Joins the Ranks of

The Global 100

Most Sustainable Corporations
LEED Gold Certification

OTHER NOTABLE AWARDS
• BCA Green Mark Platinum (2008)
• Solar Pioneer Award (2009)

7 & 9 Tampines Grande is the first
completed development in Singapore
to achieve the LEED Gold certification
under the Core & Shell Category.

Designed and built with environmental sustainability in
mind, CDL’s new generation green office, 7 & 9 Tampines
Grande, has set another new benchmark for green buildings in
Singapore.
The building has been awarded LEED Gold certification
established by the United States Green Building Council
(USGBC) and verified by the Green Building Certification
Institute (GBCI). Tampines Grande is the first completed
development in Singapore to achieve the Gold rating under
the Core & Shell Category. The Gold certification is the second
highest rating awarded by LEED, an international programme
for the design, construction and operation of high performance
green buildings.
The LEED or Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design Rating System was designed by the USGBC to
encourage and facilitate the development of more sustainable
buildings. With the achievement of the Gold rating, Tampines
Grande joins some 35,000 projects currently participating in the
LEED system, which encompasses over 5.6 billion square feet of
construction space in 91 countries.
The rigorous system evaluates each development based on
environmental categories, which include sustainable sites, water
efficiency, energy and atmosphere, materials and resources,
indoor environment quality and innovation and design process.

“The achievement of the LEED Gold certification for
Tampines Grande represents an affirmation that CDL’s
sustainable design and development methodology is in line
with international best practices. This award places Singapore’s
properties onto the global map as a testament of our city’s drive
towards developing sustainable buildings,” said Mr Eddie Wong,
CDL’s General Manager, Projects Division.
In 2008, Tampines Grande was awarded the Green Mark
Platinum (the highest rating given to green buildings in
Singapore) by the Building and Construction Authority (BCA)
which administers Singapore’s green building rating scheme.
The building was also a recipient of the inaugural Economic
Development Board (EDB)’s Solar Pioneer Award in 2009 for
embracing extensive solar innovations in a commercial property,
generating 203,000 kWh of clean energy.
The 300,000 square feet office complex embraces the
largest use of Solar Photovoltaic and Solar Thermal panels in
a commercial property in Singapore, measuring some 2,080
square metres, installed on the roofs and facade of a single
development in Singapore.
Collectively, the development’s green features will
contribute to an estimated energy savings for the entire building
amounting to 2.7 million kWh per year and a reduction in CO2
emission by approximately 1,400 tonnes per year.

CDL was ranked amongst the 2010 Global 100 Most
Sustainable Corporations in the World – one of the two
Singapore corporations listed in this international ranking. The
ranking is an annual project initiated by Corporate Knights,
the magazine for clean capitalism, to identify the top 100
publicly-traded MSCI World-listed companies relative to their
industry peers, from an environmental, social and governance
perspective. The MSCI World is a stock market index of 1,500
“world” stocks maintained by MSCI Inc. (formerly Morgan
Stanley Capital International), and is often used as a common
benchmark for “world” or “global” stock funds.
As part of CDL’s strategy towards sustainability, the
Company has been taking proactive steps to improve its
environmental performance and mitigate the carbon footprint
of its operations.
In 2009, CDL achieved a major milestone in environmental
sustainability with the launch of the first CarbonNeutral®
development in Singapore and the Asia Pacific – its 108,000
square feet commercial building, 11 Tampines Concourse.
This year, CDL welcomes yet another first in carbon footprint
management.
Recently, CDL joined five other leading organisations in
pledging its participation in an innovative carbon management
pilot supported by the Singapore Economic Development
Board (EDB) as part of the Urban Solutions Programme.
“As a small and highly urbanised city state, carbon
management is a key capability that Singapore needs to
develop to enhance its competitiveness in a carbon-constrained
global economy. As rapid urbanisation takes place around the
world, cities are starting to face challenges similar to those of
Singapore; this innovative carbon management pilot not only
has the potential to address Singapore’s emissions reduction
needs but can also be scaled up for use in other cities and
countries as a methodology to reducing emissions,” explained
Mr Goh Chee Kiong, Director for Cleantech and Urban
Solutions, EDB.
As a participating organisation, CDL will measure and
manage its carbon emissions online in order to develop offset
inclusive carbon reduction programmes that will reduce
costs, build a strong environmental position and prepare the
Company for future regulations.
“As we work towards neutralising carbon emissions at our
corporate office and offsetting carbon emissions annually at

11 Tampines Concourse, this greenhouse gas accounting tool
will enable us to effectively measure, reduce and responsibly
account for our carbon footprint,” affirms Ms Esther An, CDL’s
Head of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).
The web based carbon management solution combines
CarbonView, a web based carbon management tool software,
developed by international supply chain consultancy Viewlocity,
with the carbon reductions expertise of The CarbonNeutral
Company, a world-leading provider of carbon reductions
solutions.
Due to the global capability of the software, this initiative
will facilitate the use of internationally approved methodologies,
to be used by all industry sectors, to produce a robust and
uniform baseline measurement of greenhouse gas emissions in
Singapore.
As the industry’s thought leader, CDL believes in
encouraging other businesses to integrate carbon management
as part of their overall environmental management plan.
Most recently, CDL shared its experience in implementing
carbon management as part of its CSR strategy at the Carbon
Disclosure Forum 2010. The Forum is jointly organised by the
Singapore Business Federation, Singapore Compact for CSR
and Association for Sustainable & Responsible Investment in
Asia and brings together senior executives, business managers
and investors from Singapore and the region to focus on the
business case for responding to climate change. In addition,
CDL also presented its business case for sustainability in a CSR
seminar jointly organised by Institute of Southeast Asian Studies
and the European Union Delegation to Singapore, entitled
“CSR – Its Place in Business and the World”.
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A United Stand for

CDL 5-STAR EHS ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

Safety And Health

Under this system, audits are conducted quarterly by
an independent audit firm to assess EHS performance
at CDL worksites. The audit findings are presented at
quarterly CDL 5-Star seminar sessions which facilitate a
process of peer learning and sharing of best practices.

at The Workplace

With this rigorous system of checks and balances in
place, CDL has been able to improve the environmental
performance at its worksites considerably. In 2009, there
was a significant reduction of between 3% and 18% in
water and energy usage, as well as waste generated, at
the worksites.
Over the years, the Assessment System has also
undergone continual refinements to stay relevant and to
create new benchmarks in the industry. In 2003, the EHS
assessment scope was expanded to cover aspects such as

energy and water consumption, waste output, noise and public
health management.
More recently in 2008, CDL integrated its 5-Star EHS
scoring system with the Construction Safety Audit Scoring
System (ConSASS), an audit tool developed by the WSHC
which provides an independent assessment of the safety and
health management system at a worksite.
In line with CDL’s commitment to drive EHS awareness
across the supply chain, CDL has introduced the EHS
Excellence Award for consultants, conferring the award for the
first time this year to its architects who have embraced EHS
management in the design and supervision of their projects.
Moving forward, the EHS Excellence Award will be expanded
to recognise the outstanding efforts of CDL’s engineers. The
recipient of this inaugural award is Architects 61.

Setting a new
milestone for a
“Safe and Green”
culture, the top
management of 27
of CDL’s builders
and consultants
affirmed their
commitment
towards EHS
Excellence at
CDL’s project sites
by endorsing
the CDL EHS
Excellence – CEO
Pledge for Zero.

In support of the Workplace Safety & Health Council
(WSHC)’s initiative of signing the Pledge for Zero for
workplace safety in 2008, the top management of some 27 of
CDL’s builders and consultants endorsed CDL’s CEO Pledge
for Zero – cementing their commitment towards Environment,
Health and Safety (EHS) Excellence at CDL’s development
project sites.
Signatories of the Pledge include builders Dragages
Singapore, Hyundai Engineering & Construction Co Ltd,
Kajima Overseas Asia Pte Ltd, Poh Lian Construction,
Ssangyong Engineering & Construction Co Ltd and Tiong
Seng Contractors, as well as consultants such as Axis
Architects, ADDP Architects, DP Architects, DLS Quantity
Surveyors, Meinhardt Engineers, KTP Consultants, Squire
Mech, Parsons, amongst others.
Beyond setting a new milestone in CDL’s commitment
towards EHS Excellence, the initiative reaffirms CDL’s
sustained commitment to work closely with all its builders and
consultants to raise EHS standards for CDL and Singapore.
Held on 9 February at City Square Mall in conjunction with
CDL’s 6th 5-Star EHS Excellence Awards, the CEO Pledge for

From right: Guest-of-Honour
Mr Hawazi Daipi, Senior
Parliamentary Secretary,
Ministry of Manpower and
Health, Mr Im Jim-mo, Hyundai
Engineering & Construction Co
Managing Director,
Mr Ludwig Reichhold,
Dragages Singapore Managing
Director, Mr Pek Lian Guan,
Tiong Seng Contractors
Managing Director and
Mr Chia Ngiang Hong, CDL
Group General Manager.

Zero Accident, Zero Injury, Zero Fatality and Zero Environmental
Pollution was witnessed by Guest-of-Honour, Mr Hawazi Daipi,
Senior Parliamentary Secretary, Ministry of Manpower and
Health. Mr Daipi also presented four EHS Excellence Awards to
CDL’s builders and consultants, as well as one EHS Monetary
Award.
Currently into its sixth year, the 5-Star EHS Excellence
Awards is an extension of the CDL 5-Star EHS Assessment
System which was initiated in 2001, as part of CDL’s concerted
efforts to encourage its builders to improve EHS standards at all
its worksites.
To-date, CDL has given out 16 Excellence Awards and seven
Monetary Awards to its builders, an acknowledgement of their
steadfast commitment towards good EHS performance and zero
fatality at all their worksites in Singapore.
In recognition of CDL’s sustained efforts towards
championing workplace safety and health at its worksites and
support of the WSHC’s bizSAFE programme, Mr Daipi presented
CDL with the bizSAFE Mentor certification – the first awarded to
a developer. Since 2008, CDL has been the first developer to be
certified as a bizSAFE Partner.

CDL 5-Star EHS Excellence Award 2010
EHS Certificate of Excellence for Builders
• Dragages Singapore
(for The Residences at W Singapore Sentosa Cove and
The Arte)
• Tiong Seng Contractors
(for Tribeca and Shelford Suites)
• Hyundai Engineering & Construction Co
(for One Shenton)

EHS Certificate of Excellence for Consultants
• Architects 61
(for 7 & 9 Tampines Grande)
EHS Monetary Award
• Dragages Singapore
(for 11 Tampines Concourse)
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A Green Mall
			 And More!
City Square Mall Receives FamilyFriendly Endorsement

friendly tenants such as Amore Living (Fitness & Spa) and OCBC Bank,
City Square Mall will also be home to an upcoming 24,000 square feet
education hub featuring CMA Mental Arithmetic Centre, Genius R Us
(Baking, Crafts & Enrichment for kids), Leap Schoolhouse, Learning
Habitat, Magic Fiddler, MindChamps Preschool, Monford International
College and Spark Learning Centre.

“I am pleased that malls
are becoming more family
friendly. I congratulate
CDL for their success in
translating this concept into
reality in City Square Mall,
and hope that more private
corporations will help make
Singapore the best place for
families and children.”

Besides its retail attractions, City Square Mall is also the first mall in
Singapore designed with the integration of an adjacent 49,000 square
feet public urban park called City Green. This recently completed
outdoor park includes an eco-playground that features equipment
constructed with wood sourced from forest product producers certified
by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), a certification system that
promotes responsible forest management worldwide.

Dr Vivian Balakrishnan
Minister for Community
Development, Youth and
Sports

“Designed and built with environmental
sustainability in mind, City Square Mall
serves as a miniature ‘town centre’ offering
the perfect setting to meet, shop and
play. Apart from the Green Mark Platinum
Award accorded by the Building and
Construction Authority, the Businesses for
Families Mark is another prized jewel in
the crown. Throughout the mall, there are
extensive family-friendly features to ensure
a comfortable, convenient and enjoyable
experience for families. City Square Mall
clearly illustrates that with the right strategic
sustainability model, a mall can make good
business sense while serving the social
interests of the community and conserving
the environment.”
Mr Kwek Leng Joo
Managing Director, CDL

The 700,000 square feet City Square
Mall is home to 200 tenants that
cater to the lifestyle needs of today’s
discerning mid-income families,
offering a wide array of value-formoney merchandise and services,
exciting promotional activities, street
fare as well as international cuisine.

Joined by over 350 guests, CDL celebrated the grand
opening of City Square Mall, Singapore’s first eco-mall
on Saturday, 20 March with a special announcement: the
achievement of the Businesses for Families Mark (Mark).
Awarded to organisations that have met specific familyfriendly standards relating to their strategy, services and
infrastructure, the Mark is a national accreditation programme
initiated by the Businesses for Families Council (BFC) and
supported by the Ministry of Community Development, Youth
and Sports (MCYS).
Similarly, the mall’s tenants were also encouraged to
participate in the Businesses for Families (Pledgers and/or
Markers) programme, which recognises businesses that go
the extra mile to cater to families. Over 20 tenants have since
been accredited under the programme, including McDonald’s
and Soup Restaurant.

The grand opening was fittingly officiated by Guest-of Honour,
Minister for Community Development, Youth and Sports, Dr
Vivian Balakrishnan, who was accompanied by his 4-year-old son.
Highlights of the morning’s programme included an exciting Lion
Dance, as well as a performance by the internationally renowned
act, Human Slinky. Guests were also invited to a special tour of
the mall’s numerous eco-friendly innovations and family-friendly
features.
Catering to the needs of families, especially those with young
children, the family-friendly features include designated family
parking lots, ample seating for young and old shoppers, diaperchanging stations, hot/cold water facilities in the nursery rooms,
baby seats within toilet cubicles, urinals for boys in female toilets,
child basins and taps in all toilets and outdoor playground.
Apart from an extensive mix of eco-friendly tenants such as
NTUC FairPrice, Kopitiam and Picket & Rail, as well as family-

Following an exciting Lion Dance
performance (top), Guest-of-Honour,
Minister for Community Development,
Youth and Sports, Dr Vivian Balakrishnan
and his son Luke, join CDL’s Managing
Director Mr Kwek Leng Joo on-stage to
launch Singapore’s first eco-mall. City
Square Mall is also a recipient of the
Businesses for Families Mark.
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A Renewal

“For the year as a whole the results are very pleasing
owing, in large part, to tough, prudent and analytical
management which has served us well in navigating
through stormy seas to calmer waters. We have
benefitted from ownership of a wide geographical
spread of properties which has smoothed the
overall impact of the economic crisis... Through a
combination of rigorous cost control, a focus on
maximising returns on our assets and an enviable
balance sheet we are now finely positioned to tackle
any challenges and to grasp new opportunities. ”

for the
Hospitality Industry

MILLENNIUM & COPTHORNE FINISHES
STRONGLY IN 2009
Last year was one of renewal for Millennium &
Copthorne Hotels plc (M&C) as it rounded up 2009 with
strong results. Despite weak global tourism, M&C opened
three new hotels – the 306-room Millennium Wuxi and
343-room Millennium Chengdu in China, and the 158room Copthorne Hotel Sheffield in Europe.

Mr Kwek Leng Beng
Chairman, M&C

M&C rebounded well in Q4 2009. Basic earnings
per share in Q4 rocketed an impressive 405.3% to 9.6p,
compared to just 1.9p in Q4 2008. This brought the
overall basic earnings per share in 2009 to 22.9p, up 7.5%
from last year’s 21.3p.

The Copthorne Orchid Hotel Singapore
will see a new lease of life – approval was
awarded to convert the prime site for
private residential use.

RevPAR in the fourth quarter exceeded expectations
at £56.13 a slight dip of 7.6% compared to 2008 on a
constant currency exchange. This resulted in an overall
RevPAR decline of just 16.3% to £53.62 despite steep falls
in the first half of the year.

CDL HOSPITALITY TRUSTS EXPANDS REACH

In November 2009, M&C also unveiled the new Studio
M brand, designed to offer style and functionality for urban
well-travelled guests. M&C also took the opportunity during
the slowdown to improve and refurbish properties including the
iconic Millennium Knickerbocker in Chicago, to put the Group in
strong stead to capitalise on a rebounding market.
M&C also announced that it would be redeveloping the
Copthorne Orchid Hotel Singapore into condominiums, which is
expected to generate £10 million in savings.

M&C took the opportunity during the slowdown
to improve and refurbish properties including
the iconic Millennium Knickerbocker in Chicago
(left), strengthening its position to capitalise on a
rebounding market. It also opened three new hotels,
including the Millennium Chengdu in China (top).

The Orchard Hotel Shopping Arcade is planning to
welcome a new tenant, and with big changes for the
retail space. Landlord CDL Hospitality Trusts (CDLHT)
is planning to increase the retail leasable space at the
Galleria area of the arcade through the introduction of a
dual-level bistro and live music venue. Aside from giving
shoppers a place to rest their tired feet, the area will also
provide a platform for up-and-coming local live acts to
perform.
Beyond Singapore’s shores, CDLHT also completed
the acquisition of five hotels in Brisbane and Perth,
Australia, representing an additional 1,139 rooms to the
real estate investment trust portfolio.
The developments were highlighted during CDLHT’s
full-year results announcement in February.

The existing Galleria area within the Orchard
Hotel Shopping Arcade will be transformed
into a bistro and live-music venue. CDLHT is
currently in talks with new tenants.
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Studio M –

A Gastronomic Celebration at

The Designer, Urban Lifestyle Hotel is
Slated to Open Officially Mid-Year

Designed for chic, urban living Studio M – the newest brand
under Millennium & Copthorne Hotels plc – is preparing for the
official opening of its first hotel, scheduled for the middle of this year.

well-travelled guests who relish the urban contemporary
lifestyle and demand access to fuss-free integrated
technology.

Located within the iconic entertainment precinct of Robertson
Quay in Singapore, the 365-room Studio M opened its doors for
business in late March.

Studio M, located at 3 Nanson Road, is offering an
opening rate that starts at S$160+++ for weekends and
S$180+++ for weekdays for its rooms across the Studio
Loft, Premier Loft, Executive Loft and Patio Loft. Price
includes complimentary wired/wireless broadband service.

Renowned Italian designer Piero Lissoni brings to fore his style
of minimal Italian elegance to the hotel’s ultra-chic interiors. Clean
lines and a subtle colour palette evoke a sophisticated and edgy feel,
while the integration of greenery into the hotel adds warmth and
tranquility – a perfect urban garden.

For reservations, visit www.studiomhotel.com.

A modern refuge for a new generation of savvy business and
leisure travellers, Studio M offers both style and functionality to its

The St. Regis
Singapore

with Celebrity French Chef Michel Rostang
This year, The St. Regis Singapore once again played
host to visiting chefs and gourmet experts during The World
Gourmet Summit, held in Singapore from 11 to 25 April.
The World Gourmet Summit is an international
gastronomic extravaganza organised by Peter Knipp
Holdings Pte Ltd and supported by the Singapore Tourism
Board. It is an annual epicurean festival that showcases the
intricate craftsmanship of prestigious chefs and is a gourmet
spectacular specially crafted for discerning individuals who
appreciate great wines and fine cuisine.

Celebrity French Chef
Michel Rostang

The St. Regis Singapore presented 2 Michelin Star Celebrity
French Chef Michel Rostang, who will brought traditional French
brasserie fare with modern interpretations to the tables of Brasserie
Les Saveurs, the hotel’s signature restaurant, from 19 to 25 April, as
part of The World Gourmet Summit.
A veteran born into a family of five generations of culinary
professionals, Michel Rostang’s devotion to gastronomy and a
deep-seated love for French cooking runs in his veins. With over
30 years of experience catering to exquisite Parisian palates, Chef
Rostang runs six restaurants in Paris and one in Dubai.
Chef Rostang’s cooking philosophy of traditional Parisian fare
has an emphasis on the freshest seasonal produce in celebration
of the bounty from the earth and sea – reinterpreted and recipes
redefined.
Some of his signature dishes include foie gras and Brasse
chicken terrine, pan roasted lamb saddle stuffed with Pieds et
paquets, slow-cooked Atlantic sea bass with fine herbs and stuffed
fennel with chorizo. Chef Michel Rostang’s gourmet spectacular is
specially crafted for discerning individuals who appreciate authentic
dining experiences and have a penchant for classic French fare.
For reservations and dining information, contact Dining
Reservations at (65) 6506 6866, email dining.singapore@stregis.com
or visit www.stregisdiningsingapore.com.

Located in the iconic entertainment precinct of
Robertson Quay in Singapore, Studio M offers fuss-free
accommodation with complimentary broadband access
across all its loft rooms. The chic, urban hotel is scheduled
to be officially opened in the middle of this year.

Brasserie Les Saveurs –
The signature restaurant at
The St. Regis Singapore.
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Inspiring Green
Next
the

Today’s youth will be our next generation of leaders. CDL has been
actively engaging our youth by not only providing support for youth-organised
community and eco-outreach activities, but also initiating programmes such
as the biennial Singapore Young Photographer Award and CDL Singapore
Sculpture Award.

This year, with the inaugural Youth Olympic Games to be held in Singapore,
CDL celebrates the dynamism of youth with the launch of two new youth
development competitions.

Sparks
Generation
amongst

The CDL E-Generation Challenge 2010 Champion team,
Solar Energy. The group of students from various tertiary
institutions walked away with $1,800 cash – and a fun ecolearning experience. Ms Esther An, CDL’s Head of CSR
(extreme left), presents the cheque to the jubilant students.

CDL E-GENERATION CHALLENGE

BCA-CDL GREEN SPARKS COMPETITION
In Singapore, buildings and households account for about half of the nation’s
total electricity consumption. Existing buildings, in particular, are responsible for
the consumption of a third of our national end-use electricity.
To raise awareness and engage our local tertiary students to partake in
the greening of the built environment, the Building and Construction Authority
(BCA) and CDL are jointly organising the first green building competition in
Singapore – the BCA-CDL Green Sparks Competition 2010.

This public-private initiative is a national effort to promote best
green building practices and solutions amongst future practitioners.
It is also designed to inspire green ideas in the retrofitting of existing
buildings with the aim of reducing the building’s energy consumption
and lowering its carbon footprint.

In celebration of Earth Day this year, CDL initiated the CDL
E-Generation Challenge, an eco-themed “Amazing Race” style
national competition targeted at youths. By utilising an ecotainment platform in the form of a green rally, the competition is
aimed at raising the level of eco-consciousness amongst the youths
in Singapore.
On 17 April, over 260 youths from all over Singapore came
together to pit their strength and wit – and overcome green
challenges that were not only fun, but also showcased a range of
environmental related issues, which included resource conservation,
climate change and action. Following the flag-off at 8.00am from
Singapore Polytechnic, participants were sent on various routes
peppered with eco-challenges, which finally had them congregating
again at Singapore’s first eco-mall, City Square Mall.
For the inaugural competition this year, the focus was on
Green Transportation. All travel during the competition was

designed to be eco-friendly and the 22 teams covered
some 2,300 km in total. Beyond moving on foot and public
transport, innovative electric and hybrid forms of transporters
were included in the competition as an important message
that our choice of transportation has a significant impact on
the environment.
The CDL E-Generation Challenge 2010 is supported
by the National Environment Agency and Clean and Green
Singapore. Event partners include innovators of green
transporters in Singapore: GoGreen Holdings (Segway
and Sanyo Eneloop e–Bikes), The Green Car Company
(electric car model NO More Gas or NMG), Greenlots
(Electric Scooters) and Hybrid Motors (Prius and Estima
hybrid cars from Toyota and the Insight hybrid cars from
Honda), along with Singapore Polytechnic, Environmental
Challenge Organisation (Singapore), Singapore Motor Sports
Association and City Square Mall.

For the inaugural competition, students are presented with the
challenge of enhancing the environmental performance of Fuji Xerox
Towers, an existing 38-storey office building which attained the BCA
Green Mark Gold award in 2008. Their retrofitted building proposal
should help Fuji Xerox Towers qualify for the highest accolade under
BCA’s Green Mark Scheme – the Green Mark Platinum status.
More than 120 students from five tertiary institutions attended the
site briefing session on 1 April. Participants also had the opportunity
to tour the building and obtain a better understanding of its existing
green features.
For more information on the competition, visit www.greenmark.sg/
BCA-CDL_competition.html.

In line with BCA’s 2nd Green Building Masterplan, which places
special emphasis on greening existing buildings, CDL looks to
further enhance the environmental performance of Fuji Xerox
Towers, its existing BCA Green Mark Gold building.

Over 260 youth
participants aged 15 to
25 covered 2,300 km
using green transport
via the inaugural
CDL E-Generation
Challenge 2010.
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Spreading Hope, Cheer & Sunshine!

A Cultural Legacy for the Singapore
2010 Youth Olympic Games –

CDL Commissions
Commemorative Artworks for
Marina Bay waterfront promenade

Record Employee
Volunteer

Manhours Achieved in 2009

The spirit of voluntarism amongst CDL staff grew over the
past year – a nod to the plethora of community acitivites held in
conjunction with the 10th anniversary celebrations of City Sunshine
Club (CSC), CDL’s employee volunteer club, in 2009.
A record total of 5,524 employee volunteer manhours was
clocked by CDL employees in 2009 – an over two-fold increase
from 2008’s 2,644 manhours.

The Olympic-themed artworks
commissioned by CDL include
“Breathe”, a self-sustaining kinetic
sculpture that reflects the Olympic
ideal of Environment, by 36-yearold artist Mr Edwin Cheong (left)
and “A World United”, a dynamic
representation of the Olympic
ideals of Peace and Sport, as well as
Culture, by 22-year-old artist
Mr Huang Yifan (right).

To commemorate Singapore’s hosting of the first ever Youth Olympic
Games (YOG), two specially-designed Olympic-themed public artworks have
been commissioned by CDL for installation at the Marina Bay waterfront
promenade.
The two sculptures will be the first public art sculptures to be showcased
under the Marina Bay Public Art Programme, and made possible through a
collaborative effort between the Singapore Youth Olympic Games Organising
Committee (SYOGOC), CDL and Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA).
In the spirit of engaging the wider arts community for the YOG, SYOGOC,
URA and CDL wanted to provide an opportunity for the local arts community
to take part by conceptualising artworks that would encapsulate the artistic
expressions of the Olympic ideals.
Leveraging on CDL’s established outreach to a creative talent pool via the
CDL Singapore Sculpture Award, past winners and exhibited open category
finalists of the national-level competition held by CDL since 2003 were invited
to submit their concept proposals for the iconic waterfront site.
A total of some 90 concept submissions based on the Olympic themes of
Peace and Sport, Culture and Environment were received from 30 local artists.

The two artworks commissioned were selected
through a rigorous two-stage selection process.
The completed artworks will be installed
at the Marina Bay waterfront promenade and
unveiled before the YOG in August.

“We believe that these two
artworks, created by our very own
young artists, will help inspire local,
budding sculptural talent, and the
permanent public display of these
artworks will contribute towards
Singapore’s cultural legacy.”
Mr Kwek Leng Joo
Managing Director, CDL

Since the start of the year, CDL volunteers continued
to spread cheer and extend friendship to the needy and
disadvantaged, including the residents of one of its newly-adopted
beneficiaries, Children’s Aid Society, which homes children and
teenagers between the ages of 4 and 18 years old from troubled
families admitted under the referral of the Ministry of Community
Development, Youth and Sports.
As part of the Lunar New Year festivities in February,
volunteers from CSC organised and hosted a party for the
residents of Children’s Aid Society. The children were treated to
an afternoon of fun and games, followed by a specially-catered
dinner.
During the recent March school holidays, the children were
also brought on a special outing to City Square Mall by CDL
volunteers. Along with other children from Dreams @ Kolam
Ayer, they were treated to a special magical performance titled
“World of Toys” at the mall. Before the show, the children enjoyed
a leisurely walk in City Green, the adjoining urban park, played
games at Timezone, and tucked into their all-time favourite
McDonald’s meal – making for a memorable outing.

CDL RAISES S$30,000 FOR “HAITI
HAITI” CHARITY CONCERT - IN AID OF
WORLD VISION’S HAITI EARTHQUAKE
RELIEF EFFORTS
CDL lent its support to local peace-building
social enterprise Café Diplo in organising two
charity concerts, “Haiti Haiti” and “Haiti Haiti 2”
held at City Square Mall and Chinatown Point
respectively, to raise funds towards humanitarian
relief efforts in earthquake-stricken Haiti.
By launching a donation drive amongst staff in
January, which was matched dollar-for-dollar by the
company, CDL raised in just three days a total of
S$30,000 for World Vision’s Haiti Earthquake Relief
Fund, which will help to provide relief supplies to
victims of the Haiti Earthquake that struck on 12
January 2010.
Featuring musicians such as former Singapore
Idol vocal coach Babes Conde, veteran singer
Robert Fernando, popular entertainer Cat Ong and
Rai from acoustic duo Jack & Rai, the concerts saw
corporations and individuals donating generously
to this urgent humanitarian cause. Apart from CDL’s
donation, the concerts further raised S$17,000.

City Square Mall played host to
over 70 underprivileged children
during an outing organised by
CDL volunteers.

City Forum

City Gallery

Climate Change
for Business

The Implications of

By Dr Richard Welford
The Copenhagen Climate Summit
at the end of last year recognised that
there was a need to keep temperature
rises resulting from climate change
within 2 degrees Celsius. But it failed to
agree on national emissions targets and
mitigation plans for the future. As such,
we have been left with uncertainty at a
time when businesses want to know from
government exactly how climate change
is going to impact on their decisionmaking processes.
In some ways, however, Copenhagen
was a success. The process managed to
bring together 120 political leaders who
recognised that climate change is a real
threat and agree that something has to
be done to deal with the inherent risks on
global warming. But the UN bureaucracy,
rarely nimble and able to act swiftly, failed
to deliver the leadership and decisionmaking processes that were needed to
reach a consensus.
Nevertheless, many developed
countries and a number of developing
ones have now made unilateral
commitments to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. This has included Singapore,
which has committed itself to a 16%
reduction in greenhouse gases by 2020. In
the absence of a global agreement this is
important.
In Asia, in particular we are faced
with huge risks associated with climate
change in the future, even though most
greenhouse gas emissions have in the
past come from the rich developed
world. In Copenhagen, China was clear
that it was not willing to compromise
its development agenda for carbon
reduction. Other developing countries in
this region feel the same.
Yet, there is still a realisation that
our economies need to decarbonise.
That in itself is going to have an impact
on the way that businesses use energy,
engage in business travel and purchase
resources. That is not to suggest that
businesses have not already been active

in reducing their carbon footprints. But
it does mean that even more businesses
will need to demonstrate their efforts to
reduce their impacts if they are to retain
their social license to operate and satisfy
a growing call to do more from a range of
stakeholders.
In the next few years the climate
change agenda for business will focus on
some key themes:
Energy efficiency: It has always been
good business to reduce energy costs,
but now there is going to be an even
bigger incentive to do so as governments
put pressure on all of us to cut energy use
and move towards alternative renewable
energy sources. Inevitably, in the medium
term, with economic recovery and the
price of oil increasing again, we will see
rising energy prices. These are likely to
be further compounded by government
requirements to reduce use and switch
to (currently more expensive) alternative
sources.
Regulations: Governments will launch
a new range of market measures and
non-market regulations. This is likely to
include carbon taxes, emissions trading
schemes and regulations on energy
use in transport, buildings, homes and
appliances. These will all increase the
costs of emitting greenhouse gases.
Carbon disclosure: Just as companies
have to disclose their profits, so they will
be expected to provide more information
about their carbon footprints. In many
countries we will see mandatory reporting
of emissions data. There will be a need
for companies to invest in systems and
procedures for calculating and managing
their greenhouse gas impacts.
Carbon management: Businesses
will need to invest in carbon management
systems which are integrated into their
key operations. This will involve the
building of carbon accounting into
their long-term investment decisions.
It will mean looking hard at future
developments and ensuring that the
future costs and benefits of carbon

Nature –

A Source of Innovation Creation

management are built into financial
calculations.
Climate change adaptation: Even if
we were to drastically reduce greenhouse
gas emissions over the next few years, the
impacts of climate change are still going
to be with us. This means that businesses
are going to have to consider how they
begin to adapt to the inevitabilities of
rising sea levels, freak weather incidents
and water shortages. In the Asia-Pacific
region, in particular, the impacts are likely
to be particularly severe.

City Gallery features the creative talents of CDL employees
expressing their thoughts on the environment as the United
Nations has declared 2010 the International Year of Biodiversity.
This issue, the contributor to the column is Mr Allen Ang, Assistant
General Manager, Projects and Head (Commercial Projects), CDL.

On a trip with his family to Osaka, Allen
visited the Sensory Garden in Oizumi Ryokuchi
Park, and found himself contemplating the
greater beauty of nature. As he wandered
through the Garden, admiring the warm
golden hues of the autumn landscape, he was
reminded by the potential that nature has
to offer as a source of innovation creation in
architecture design and landscaping.
In Singapore, drawing inspiration from the
beautiful landscape of the Japanese sakura
or cherry blossoms in bloom, CDL introduced
a charming landscape of a hundred tree
boulevard at its recent premium residence,
Hundred Trees. Residents will be transported
to a foreign land as they return home,
welcomed by a boulevard of comprising some
100 native mempat trees, which like the sakura,
boast pink blossoms that bloom seasonally.
Visual Courtesy of Allen Ang

City News

Dr Richard Welford is one of the founders
and the Chairman of CSR Asia. He is also a
professor at the University of Hong Kong and
a director of ERP Environment, a UK-based
publisher.

“The natural landscape offers to us
a boundless source of inspiration in
design development. As I captured
the beautiful autumn landscape at
the Sensory Garden, I was struck
by how we can be similarly inspired
to create another innovative natureinspired residence revolving around
the seasonal theme of autumn that
will capture the hearts of naturelovers – providing a haven from the
bustle of city life and inspiring one
to develop a greater affinity with the
natural environment.”
Allen Ang

The whole climate change agenda
has been taking a bit of a battering
recently. Accusations that climate change
research has been falsified and that
the UN predictions of climate change
impacts have been exaggerated have
been problematic. One of the coldest
winters on record in Northern Europe
has got people asking about whether
global warming really is happening. And,
the recession experienced over the last
18 months has certainly drawn attention
away from problems in the future.
Yet, on balance it is clear that climate
change is occurring and that there is a
need for us to act with urgency now.
Businesses who take a lead on climate
change now will be better prepared
for the challenges for the future. They
will also build respect and trust from
stakeholders by taking a leadership
position. That in turn is going to increase
brand value and add to the bottom
line. Climate change is a great risk, but
it is also a great opportunity for those
companies who are willing to take a
leadership role.
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WHATEVER / WHENEVER®
(As long as it’s legal!)
• Experience the W lifestyle with Whatever/Whenever ® services*
• Be the talk of the town with invitations to W insider happenings
• Enjoy the only integrated marina lifestyle in Sentosa Cove – branded W services*,
hotel, dining and shopping, all exclusively at your doorstep
• Indulge in global WIP treatment wherever you go
Get ready to be wowed. Call 6271 2262
or visit W Welcome Centre at Ocean Way, Sentosa Cove.
NOW ATLANTA - BUCKHEAD ATLANTA - DOWNTOWN ATLANTA - MIDTOWN ATLANTA - PERIMETER BOSTON CHICAGO - CITY CENTER CHICAGO - LAKESHORE DALLAS - VICTORY FORT LAUDERDALE
HOBOKEN HOLLYWOOD LOS ANGELES MEXICO CITY MIAMI - SOUTH BEACH MINNEAPOLIS MONTRÉAL NEW ORLEANS NEW ORLEANS - FRENCH QUARTER NEW YORK NEW YORK - THE COURT
NEW YORK - THE TUSCANY NEW YORK - TIMES SQUARE NEW YORK - UNION SQUARE SILICON VALLEY SAN DIEGO SAN FRANCISCO SCOTTSDALE SEATTLE WASHINGTON D.C. SANTIAGO BARCELONA
DOHA HONG KONG ISTANBUL MALDIVES SEOUL - WALKERHILL
SOON AMMAN ATHENS AUSTIN BALI - SEMINYAK BANGKOK GUANGZHOU KOH SAMUI LONDON - LEICESTER SQUARE MARRAKECH MEXICO - RIVIERA MAYA MEXICO - SANTA FE
NEW YORK - DOWNTOWN PARIS - OPÉRA SHANGHAI - THE BUND ST. PETERSBURG SWITZERLAND - VERBIER VIEQUES ISLAND
Joint Marketing Agents

Developer: Cityview Place Holdings Pte Ltd (Co. Reg. No. 200306374D) • Tenure of Land: 99 Years from 31 October 2006 • Lot No.: Lots 1393W, 2192T & 1859X (Formerly 1427X-PT) MK 34 at Ocean Way • Developer License No.: C0257 • Building Plan Approval No. & Date:
A0905-00076-2007-BP01 (14 August 2007), A0905-00076-2007-BP02 (07 December 2007), A0905-00076-2007-BP03 (01 October 2009), A0905-00076-2007-BP04 (26 January 2010) • Expected Date of TOP: 30 October 2012 • Expected Date of Legal Completion: 30 October 2015
“The Residences at W Singapore Sentosa Cove” are not owned, developed, or sold by Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or their affiliates. Cityview Place Holdings Pte. Ltd. uses the W Hotels trademarks under a license from W International Inc., an affiliate of Starwood Hotels
& Resorts Worldwide, Inc. It is anticipated that the construction of the Hotel will be completed, and the Hotel will open for business, later than the date of the issue of the Temporary Occupation Permit of the Housing Project.
* The Whatever/Whenever ® services from the hotel W Singapore Sentosa Cove are fee-based and may be modified according to availability. These services will be available after the hotel has opened.

